
 
Fly fair with the HA-ILE-LUFT 
climate protection project! 

HA-ILE-LUFT  

 

Fly FAIR with the HA-ILE-LUFT project and do your bit to protect the climate! 
 
As you may know, the entire proceeds of the Book Sale are used to promote humanitarian projects in Ilembula, 
Haar's partner community in Tanzania. The funds are channelled through the Book Sale's registered charity Ha-
Ile e.V. (= Haar-Ilembula). In addition to supporting the Book Sale, you can specifically promote the charity's 
environmental initiatives by making donations to offset the carbon footprint caused by any flights you make.  
 
You've certainly heard that planes are particularly guilty of causing climate change by pumping CO2 into the 
atmosphere. You might have even had the occasional twinge of conscience about flying. If so, there are two 
choices open to you: either you stop flying altogether, or you help to offset the CO2 emissions caused by 
your flights by voluntarily investing in climate protection projects. The German climate protection 
organisation Atmosfair, for example, concentrates on projects aimed at compensating CO2 emissions. It 
calculates - on the basis of the distance flown - how much you need to contribute in order to compensate for 
the CO2 emissions your flight causes. The money donated is then used to support a wide variety of climate 
protection projects all over the world.  (You'll find more information and help with calculating payments on 
www.atmosfair.de). But if you're looking for projects "nearer home", so to speak, another option would be to 
support climate protection projects in our partner communities in Ilembula und Iyayi in Tanzania. Our climate 
protection initiative "HA-ILE-LUFT" promotes for example the following projects:  
● "plant for the planet" re-forestation measures (€1.50 per tree) 
●  replacement of open 3-stone hearths by adobe stoves, which use less wood and are less of a health hazard 
● construction of decentralised biogas plants to produce individual energy supplies by methods which don't 

have an adverse effect on the climate 
●  equipping houses with simple Solar-Home-Systems (€100 including installation) 
●  fitting gutters and water tanks in large buildings (eg schools; €2,000 upwards). 
Atmosfair calculates how much you would need to donate to compensate the CO2 emissions caused by your 
flights. For example they calculate the compensation for a return flight for one passenger from and to Munich 
roughly as follows: 

o Paris €10 or London €12 
o Canary Islands €40 

o Peru €174 or New York €90 
o Johannesburg €130 

Please consult their site for more precise calculations. 

So when you book your next flight, please think of our partnership and in particular our HA-ILE-LUFT 
initiative! We do, of course, welcome any contributions, big or small. HA-ILE-Luft is a joint initiative of Ha-Ile 
e.V. and Schu-Pa Tansania e.V., the partnership between Ernst-Mach-Gymnasium in Haar and Ilembula 
Secondary School. 

Please pay your donations into one of the following bank accounts, quoting HA-ILE-LUFT as the 
intended purpose of the transfer: 
 
HA-ILE e.V. Kreissparkasse Haar IBAN:DE85 7025 0150 0028 9315 82 
EMG-Schu-Pa Kreissparkasse München Ebersberg Starnberg DE26 7025 0150 0028 4232 00 


